Gardens by the Bay

Where Wonder Blooms

“Avatar in real life: Singapore’s Gardens by the Bay”
— The Sydney Morning Herald

“Top 10 Indoor Gardens of the World”
— FoxNews.com

Award for Outstanding Achievement
20th Annual Themed Entertainment Association Awards 2014, USA
Gardens by the Bay
Bay South

Featuring the best of horticulture, sustainability and architectural design, Gardens by the Bay provides the perfect entertainment opportunity for all ages. There is much to discover here, be it diverse plant life from the world’s four corners displayed in the award-winning Cooled Conservatories, towering vertical gardens that extend into the sky, filled with wonders from every continent except Antarctica, this must-visit destination will awaken explorers and inquisitive minds alike.
Flower Dome

Enter a world of perpetual Spring! The Flower Dome houses almost 30,000 plants of over 150 species from the cool-dry Mediterranean and subtropical regions of the world. Wander amongst thousand-year-old olive trees and unusual cacti as you take in sights of the changing Flower Field display.

The ever-changing Flower Field

Stop and smell the flowers in the colourful changing displays of the Flower Field, which reflects different seasons, festivals and themes.
Around the World in 9 Gardens

**Mediterranean Garden**
Stop by the waterfront and admire the Canary Island Date Palms and native Mediterranean plants.

**Australian Garden**
Hop over to see the Kangaroo’s Paw and fascinating plants from Down Under.

**South African Garden**
Don’t miss the King Sugar Bush - hailing from the same family as South Africa’s national flower.

**South American Garden**
Catch the Chilean Wine Palm and the Monkey Puzzle Tree from Central Chile.

**Californian Garden**
Catch California’s state flower, the California Poppy in full bloom, atop the highest garden in the Flower Dome.

**Succulent Garden**
Discover water-storing desert plants such as Cacti, Aloeas and Crassulas.

**Boobabs and Bottle Trees**
Get up close to the African Boobab, the largest tree in the Flower Dome.

**Olive Grove**
Marvel at the ancient Olive Trees, estimated to be over one thousand years old.
Cloud Forest

Take in breathtaking mountain views surrounded by over 60,000 plants and floral gems from the Tropical Montane regions. Be amazed as you come face-to-face with the 35-metre man-made waterfall and descend through the surreal mist-filled Cloud Walk and Treetop Walk.

Don't forget to visit the 7 discovery zones for an interactive educational adventure.

The majestic Waterfall View

Go on a trek behind the waterfall and enjoy the refreshing cool air and majestic views of the waterfall below.

Cloud Walk

Encounter extraordinary epiphytes like orchids, ferns and anthuriums usually found on the mountain side.

Treetop Walk

Stroll along the forest canopy and enjoy the spectacular bird's-eye view of the tree tops.
Secret Garden
Look out for moisture-loving plants and prehistoric ferns in this misty ravine.

+5 Degrees
Experience virtually the effects of temperature increase around the planet. This interactive voyage through time and space enables all to see the world from a different perspective, unlocking a new dimension of visual experience.

Earth Check
Journey into the interactive lab and learn about the biological and geological effects on Earth's future.

Crystal Mountain
Explore a collection of intriguing stalactites and stalagmites, and see real specimens of rock crystal formations.

Lost World
Head to the highest point of the mountain and explore the unique vegetation, 2,000 metres above sea level.
Supertree Grove

Stand in awe of the towering Supertrees. These vertical gardens are home to over 150,000 plants from more than 350 species! Take in panoramic views of the Gardens and the surrounding Marina Bay area from the 22-metre high OCBC Skyway.

OCBC Garden Rhapsody
Treat yourself to our free light and sound show at 7:30pm and 9:30pm daily. Awaken your senses with this exhilarating visual and audio effects spectacle.

Dragonfly Lake
More than a thing of beauty, the lakes are teeming with aquatic life. Stroll along the boardwalk and scan the QR codes to be transported to a fascinating world beneath the waters.

Guided Tours
Complete your Gardens experience with a guided tour. Be transported to parts of Europe, Australia, Chile, South Africa and California as you tour the Flower Dome. While you’re at it, learn about the tenacity of succulent plants and admire the resilient thousand-year-old olive trees. Then venture into the Cloud Forest as your guide takes you past the waterfall, through old forests of conifers and ferns.

Audio Tours
Learn about the fascinating world of plants at your own pace with an audio tour of the Cool iced Conservatories. Available in English and Mandarin, this easy-to-use guide will enhance your Gardens stroll with an immersive experience.

Garden Cruiser
Explore the Gardens in style aboard our guided tram tour. This 28-minute tour comes complete with detailed audio commentary and is wheelchair-friendly.
Far East Organization Children’s Garden

Much more than a playground, the Far East Organization Children’s Garden inspires the imagination and prompts discovery in your little ones!

*Water Play*
Have a splashing time exploring water tunnels, motion-activated spouts and creating fun water effects.

*Fish Fountain*
Dodge water jets and scale the backs of sculptures in this wet and wild aqua landscape.

*Toddler Play*
Sharpen your little ones’ senses at our specially designed play area for children.

*The Treehouses & Adventure Trail*
Discover the world of plants from the Treehouses and test your skills at crossing our suspended bridge.
Outdoor Gardens

Step outdoors and explore an intriguing botanical world filled with fascinating surprises at every turn.

World of Plants
Learn about the web of floral relationships in the rainforest and the vital role plants play in our ecosystem.

World of Palms
Wander in and learn all about palms and their incredible versatility as crops.

Discovery
Travel back into prehistoric times and unravel the mysteries and evolution of plants.

Fruits and Flowers
Take in the fragrance of blossoming flowers and discover a tantalizing array of seasonal fruits.

Understorey
Here, you’ll learn about the decomposers and their vital role in the ecosystem.

Secret Life of Trees
Get to know everything about the variety of plants found all over Singapore.

Heritage Gardens
Let the plants tell the story of the diverse history and culture of Singapore’s main ethnic groups during the Colonial period.

Chinese Garden
ReLive the natural scenic beauty of China’s heritage.

Indian Garden
Steal in and learn all about the plants central to Indian culture and beliefs.

Colonial Garden
Explore aromatic plants from Singapore’s colonial past.

Malay Garden
Discover how the Malay community depended on nature for sustenance.
Event Venues

Make your event an unforgettable one at Gardens by the Bay. Our unique spaces provide you with a dramatic garden backdrop for the perfect function.

**Flower Field Hall**
An enchanting venue with uninterrupted Marina Bay views on one side and sweeping vistas of the changing Flower Field display on the other, complemented by specially pre-programmed LED lights.

**The Meadow**
Singapore's largest outdoor event space provides a stunning backdrop for mega events.

**Silver Leaf**
An intimate setting for private events set under the silver-treed Supertrees.

**Waterview Room**
Soak in views of the Marina Bay waterfront and Bay East Garden.
Dining
You're never more than a few steps away from great food at the Gardens. Sample gourmet dining as well as authentic local fare at our restaurants.

Satay by the Bay
Treat yourself to a spread of Halal-certified local fare by the waterfront. From satay to chicken rice and BBQ seafood, there's something for everyone.

Detectable dining options
- Bakerzin
- Majestic Bay Seafood Restaurant
- Satay by the Bay (Outdoor)
- Café Crema
- Petit Mondo
- Supertree Dining
- indoChine
- Pollen
- Verandah

Retail Outlets
Complete your visit to the Gardens with a souvenir or two at our Gardens gift shops.
Suggested Itinerary

Arrive at Gardens by the Bay Visitor Centre
As you enter the main gates of Bay South at Gardens by the Bay, be awed by the full splendour of three SuperTrees clad in a bright visual spectacle of gold and yellow-coloured bromelias.
- Golden Garden. Proceed to the Coolest Conservatories.

COOLED CONSERVATORIES

Flower Dome
The Flower Dome replicates the cool and dry Mediterranean climate featuring 8 different gardens from 5 continents.
- Brabant and Bottle Trees
- California Garden
- Succulent Garden
- Mediterranean Garden
- Australian Garden
- Olive Grove
- South African Garden
- Changing Flower Field Display
- South American Garden

Cloud Forest
Explore the highlands amidst orchids, pitcher plants and ferns from the cool-mist Tropical Montane region, featuring one of the world's tallest indoor waterfalls at 35 metres as well as 7 discovery zones.
- Lost World
- Cloud Walk
- Treetop Walk
- Crystal Mountain
- Earth Check
- 4S Degrees
- Secret Garden

OCBC Skyway & the SuperTrees
Suspending 22 metres above ground, between the vertical gardens of our SuperTrees, the OCBC Skyway sweeps along with the Garden Rhymes— a free light and sound show —at 7:45pm and 9:15pm nightly.

World of Plants
Learn more about the webs of floral relationships in the rainforest and the various functions of plant life in our collection of the gardens.

Heritage Gardens
Discover how plants play a part in the culture of Singapore's main ethnic groups, as well as their historical significance in the city-state's colonial heritage.

Dragonfly Lake
Find out how the Dragonfly Lake plays an important role in supporting the ecosystems vital to the Gardens' sustainability as you stroll along the 440-metre boardwalk.

F&B Outlets
Take a break and treat yourself to a delectable spread of cuisines from the following dining options, many of which have splendid views of the Marina Bay waterfront and skyline.
- Balcony
- Poitin
- Café Crema
- Studio by the Bay (Outdoor)
- Indochine
- Superfirst Dining
- Majestic Bay Seafood Restaurant
- Yat Solo
- Petit Mandarin

Complete your visit at the Gardens gift shop by bringing back some attractive souvenirs.
Depart from Gardens by the Bay

Awards

Award for Outstanding Achievement
20th Annual Themed Entertainment Association Awards 2014, USA

Breakthrough Contribution to Tourism
Singapore Experience Awards 2013

2013 RIBA Lubetkin Prize
Royal Institute of British Architects

Accolades

"10 of the world’s best indoor gardens"
FoxNews.com

"Avatar in real life: Singapore’s Gardens by the Bay"
The Sydney Morning Herald

“Central Park of Asia”
Forbes.com

"The 46 places to go in 2013"
New York Times

“A living wonder in Singapore”
BBC.com

"10 blockbuster buildings from around the world”
Architectural Digest

“An urban jungle for the 21st century”
International Herald Tribune

“Monet” sculpture by Marc Quinn
Travel Trade Enquiry Hotline
Tel: +65 6420 6844
Email: travelagents@gardensbythebay.com.sg

General Enquiry
Tel: +65 6420 6848
Email: feedback@gardensbythebay.com.sg

Gardens by the Bay
18 Marina Gardens Drive, Singapore 018953
www.gardensbythebay.com.sg
www.facebook.com/gardensbythebay

Garden Hours
Bay South Outdoor Gardens
5:00am – 2:00am daily
Free admission

Cooled Conservatories & OCBC Skyway
9:00am – 9:00pm daily
Last ticket sale at 8:00pm daily
Last admission at 8:30pm daily
Admission charges apply

#gardensbythebay